
Welcome to week 6 of simple 





If you didn’t already please get a 3 
ring binder and a notebook

 Have them with you at each session

 File different forms

 Write down and track homework Write down and track homework

 Jot down notes

 Tracking each week on a scale of 0-10 how well you think you did your 
homework.

 Learning new skills and how to use them is an active not a passive journey. 
You’ll get as much out of this course as you put in. Weather you benefit from 
this it or not depends on you. Stay organized in your practice.

 How much you believe the previous statement depends on your “locus of 
control.”



The structure of each session

Mindfulness exercise ( guided meditation, music, 
inspirational video, poetry etc. )
Description of what we will doDescription of what we will do

Emailed questions
Alternating weeks theory or skills. (this week it’s 

theory) Every week applying skills
Assignment of home(work) practice. Rate yourself 0-

10 on your homework



Warning about meditation

Feel free to skip meditation if it upsets 
you.you.
With this time you can try grounding 

exercises ex. Use your sensory kit 





Home practice from last week

 Keep a list of all the skills you’re learning “menu”, practice each to 
find your favorites (including your sensory grounding kit, vagal 
breathing…)breathing…)

 Submit questions or comments to itssimple2021@gmail.com
 Read purple book p. 61-70
 Create your distraction plan. (your interim favorite items from the 

menu)
 Create your relaxation plan. ( see above)
 continue working on crisis plans. Memorize them and practice them 

in your imagination.  Use your distraction and relaxation plan to 
complete your crisis plan.



List of readings October - December
Date Purple book-theory Green book – skills Purple book - practice

October 19/22 No readings today

October  26/29 1 – 20 212-218

November 2/5 1 - 13 219-236

November 9/12 21 - 60 SameNovember 9/12 21 - 60 Same

November 16/19 14 - 32 Same

November 23/26 61-70 Same

November 30 / Dec. 3 33 - 46 237-239

December 7 / 10 70 – 80 Same

December 14 / 17 47 - 68 Same

No classes until 
January 4



What we will do today

 Emailed questions/comments

 purple book p. 61-70 the history of medicine/psychiatry 
psychodynamics, the unconscious mind, brain systems.psychodynamics, the unconscious mind, brain systems.

 Musical brake  

 Continue with Purple book p. 219-236,  Putting skills into 
practice in everyday life, the six tools, crisis plans.



Emailed questions/comments



The history of medicine and of 
psychiatrypsychiatry



2 weeks ago- Philosophy

 We questioned rationalist view that we see the world as it is.

 There’s good reason to believe that instead we see the world not as it is 
but as we are.but as we are.

 We suggested 3 of the lenses through which we see the world are: 
archetypes, stages of growth and instincts.

 Today we’ll explore instincts



An integral perspective on the history of  
medicine and psychiatry

 Integral theory says we see the world through the lenses of the stage of 
growth we’re at

 Stages of growth or development: everyone in it for themselves,  Stages of growth or development: everyone in it for themselves, 
cooperation among a small tribe under the power of a strong leader, 
cooperation among a tribe following laws, cooperation among a larger 
number of individuals because it’s rational, cooperation because it’s 
loving thing to do.

 Moves from competition to cooperation.

 Archaic, tribal,(mythic) traditional,(follows laws) modern,(follows science) 
postmodern,( follows humanism) integral (all stages are appropriate under 
certain conditions and all have positive and negative sides)



Pre-19th century 
psychiatry
PREDOMINANTLY MYTHIC TRIBAL AND TRADITIONALPREDOMINANTLY MYTHIC TRIBAL AND TRADITIONAL

ABOUT USING POWER TO CONTROL AND GET THOSE WHO DIDN’T TO FOLLOW 
THE RULES AND LAWS.

HUMANS SHOULD BE RATIONAL, IF THEY ARE NOT THEN EITHER THEY ARE BAD 
(CHOOSING TO DO THE WRONG THING) OR THEIR BRAIN IS MALFUNCTIONING. 











The birth of modern 
medicine/psychiatry
MODERN AND POSTMODERN PERSPECTIVEMODERN AND POSTMODERN PERSPECTIVE

UNDERSTANDING MIND FROM A BIOPSYCHOSOCIALSPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVE



Emerging trends in 19th and 20th century 
medicine and psychiatry

 Beginning of modern rational approach by use of scientific method 
(randomized controlled trials etc. ) to determine which treatments were 
effectiveeffective

 Beginning of postmodern, humanist approach to go from seeing people 
suffering from mental distress as “other”, bad or alien (psychiatrists were 
know as alienists) to “us” or fully human.( which means that whatever 
“darkness” we think is only in others, is also within us.)



Milestones in biological medicine

 1799 small pox vaccine

 1846 anesthesia

 1861 germ theory

 1886 appendicitis

 1922 insulin

 1928 penicillin

 1954 organ transplants, oral contraceptives

 Medicine progressed greatly from adopting the scientific method which 
led to the medical model of disease.



Milestones in biological psychiatry

 1909 Freud visits U.S.

 1927 Sakel insulin shock therapy, wagner-juharegg malarial therapy for tertiary 
syphilis.

 1938 cerletti and bini ECT 1938 cerletti and bini ECT

 1944 Ritalin

 1948 (1970) lithium

 1949 Egas-Moniz lobotomy Nobel prize

 1952 chlorpromazine, DSM, iproniazid

 1957 tricyclic antidepressants

 1960 benzos

 1973 APA declassifies homosexuality as mental disorder

 1988 Prozac 

 Psychiatry also adopted the medical or biological model of disease. 



Milestones in psychosocialspiritual psychiatry 







Dr. Maurice Bucke 1837-1902

 Adventurer as young man

 Had a mystical experience

 McGill university

 Superintendent of London asylum for the insane later regional mental health care 
London or “the highbury Hilton” 1877-1902

 Promoted the humane care of patients, introduced sports and occupational therapy

 Become friends  with walt Whitman (Leaves of grass) whom he met in 1880 when he 
gave a talk at the American psychiatric conference in Philadelphia.

 Invited Whitman who had a mentally ill brother to London

 Wrote Cosmic consciousness: a study on the evolution of the human mind.

 Movie beautiful dreamers 1990 Colm Feore and Sheila McCarthy







The cultural wars between biological (modern) 
and dynamic/psychosocialspiritual (postmodern) 
psychiatry

EARLY DOMINATION OF DYNAMIC PSYCHIATRY IN LATE 19TH EARLY 20TH CENTURY

THE SWITCH- SOME OF THE FORCES AT PLAYTHE SWITCH- SOME OF THE FORCES AT PLAY

PRESENT DAY SPLIT AND HOW BIOLOGICAL PSYCHIATRY LOST IT’S MIND AND SOUL 
AND PSYCHOSOCIALSPIRITUAL PSYCHIATRY LOST ITS BODY.

A WHOLISTIC OR INTEGRAL PERSPECTIVE



Biological psychiatry- disease 
model
ASSUMES HUMAN BEINGS ARE RATIONAL

WHEN THEY ARE NOT IT MUST BE BECAUSE OF A MENTAL DISEASE. (BUT THAT THEY ARE BAD IS AN WHEN THEY ARE NOT IT MUST BE BECAUSE OF A MENTAL DISEASE. (BUT THAT THEY ARE BAD IS AN 
UNSPOKEN BUT OFTEN BELIEVED IDEA)

DYNAMIC OR PSYCHOSOCIALSPIRITUAL PSYCHIATRY LOOKS FOR OTHER EXPLANATIONS FOR 
“IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR”



The bible of modern psychiatry



A postmodern/integral view



Psychodynamics
DEFINITION: THE INTERRELATION OF THE UNCONSCIOUS AND CONSCIOUS 
MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL FORCES THAT DETERMINE PERSONALITY AND 
MOTIVATION



The philosophical materialist/humanist









Freudian instincts

 Eros or life instinct

 Thanatos or death instinct

 Not necessarily just “sex” instinct as often misrepresented

 How Freud lost his way- trauma vs. oedipus





The idealist/mystic





Our current understanding 
of instinctsof instincts













Jaak Panksepp



Brain systems
HOW THE BRAIN EVOLVEDHOW THE BRAIN EVOLVED









Pre-Cambrian instincts

Seeking
Avoidance/disgust
From 3.5 billion to 450 
million years ago







Post-Cambrian instincts

Fight/flight                          EARLY
LustLust
attachment----- loss/panic/grief
Play                                     LATE
From 450 million years ago to 

present



Instincts:
ONE OF THE LENSES THROUGH WHICH WE SEE THE WORLD

SEEKING, DISGUST/AVOIDANCE, FIGHT/FLIGHT, LUST, 
ATTACHMENT, LOSS/PANIC/GRIEF, PLAYATTACHMENT, LOSS/PANIC/GRIEF, PLAY

AS YOU WILL SEE ARE REALLY CRITICAL IN UNDERSTANDING 
OURSELVES

CAN ALSO BE SEEN AS LIFE’S STAGES OF 
GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT



Freud and Panksepp

 Eros or life instinct = seeking, lust, attachment, and play

 Thanatos or death instinct = fight/flight, loss/panic/grief Thanatos or death instinct = fight/flight, loss/panic/grief



Practicing the 6 tools

This is last week for crisis plans
Next week tool number 2- diary Next week tool number 2- diary 

cards









Home practice

 Keep a list of all the skills you’re learning. (menu) practice each to find your 
favorites (including your sensory grounding kit, vagal breathing…)

 Submit questions or comments to itssimple2021@gmail.com Submit questions or comments to itssimple2021@gmail.com
 Read green book p. 33-46. Read purple book p. 237-239: holes diary cards
 Create your distraction plan. (your interim favorite items from the menu)
 Create your relaxation plan. ( see above)
 continue working on crisis plans. Memorize them and practice them in your 

imagination.  Use your distraction and relaxation plan to complete your crisis 
plan.





Questions
Comments
feedback



See you next week


